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I. INTRODUCTION

As the recipient of the 2003 Sloan-C award for Excellence in Online Teaching, I have been invited to share some of my thoughts regarding effective online pedagogy. I am nothing if not a teacher, and as such, I am honored—both by the recognition that accompanies this wonderful award, and by the opportunity to share my thoughts about asynchronous teaching and learning with my colleagues.

This may seem a strange way to begin, but I want to admit that my ever-emerging philosophy of education increasingly diminishes the role of “the teacher” in the teaching/learning equation. It took over 30 years of college teaching experience for me to realize that the learner is, for the most part, in charge of what gets learned. Implementing this point of view online has, for me, blurred, somewhat, the distinction between effective teaching and pedagogically sound instructional design. If I create an environment in which a majority of students gladly learn that which they and I deem relevant and salient, then have I succeeded as a teacher or as a designer?—and does it matter?

I hope some of the ideas that follow are helpful to others. I have liberally interspersed snippets from several of my current online courses throughout this essay. Because screen shots can be hard to read, I have also provided links to the actual courses whenever possible. When no link is available, it’s because the course is password protected. Should you find any of the words and/or strategies useful, feel free to copy or adapt them for your own use.

II. APPLIED ONLINE PEDAGOGY

A. Principle #1: Let the students do (most of) the work.

I took several education courses at SUNY Albany after I began my teaching career at Herkimer County Community College, courses which helped me figure out what it was that I did in the classroom. In one such course I was taught that student ‘time-on-task’ could account for at least some of the variance observed in much method-comparison research. Boiled down, this means that, regardless of what else is going on, the more ‘quality’ time students spend engaged in content, the more of that content they learn. This is reasonable. Unfortunately, I was never very successful in putting that bit of insight into practice in the classroom—it ran counter to my “I talk–you listen” style. I slowly came to realize, however, that listening to an enthusiastic and charismatic lecturer such as myself (?) isn’t quite the ‘quality’ time on task that I had convinced myself it was. One of my education professors put it this way: “A lecture is the best way to get information from the professor’s notebook into the student’s notebook without passing through either brain.” My transition from “sage on the stage” to “guide on the side” has been gradual but rather complete. Here are a few of the strategies I use for putting the students in charge of their own learning.
1. **Student Led Discussions**: Student led discussions are a major learning activity in all of my ‘reading’ courses: Introductory Psychology, Developmental Psychology, Social Psychology and Abnormal Psychology. To a somewhat lesser extent, I also use student led discussions in my ‘skill’ courses: Freshman Seminar, Statistics for the Social Sciences, and Experimental Psychology.

Introducing the concept of the student led discussion to students, many of whom are used to listening to classroom discussions, or lurking in online discussions, takes place in a sequence of ungraded “Icebreaker Activities”.

**Icebreaker Activity 1.** Introduce the idea that ‘questions are a learning tool’. I refer students to a website which they are to read and then discuss among themselves.

**Icebreaker Activity 2.** Introduce the idea of students as discussion facilitators.

Many of the professors I talk with are skeptical of putting students in charge of covering the content of the course. I, too, was initially skeptical. I have been pleasantly surprised at how well and how rapidly my students have learned how to facilitate discussions. They quickly realize that it is in their best interest to select important and multidimensional issues to discuss. They become quite adroit at asking thought-provoking questions which can not be answered by looking some facts up in the book.
Icebreaker Activity 3. Give detailed instructions to get the student led discussions off on the right foot.

What can you expect to achieve from the student led discussions? That is a reasonable question, and the answer may surprise you. My students are freshmen or sophomores at an open door community college. They quickly learn to ask thought-provoking questions which address the salient issues presented in the textbook. The ensuing discussions are usually both focused and far-reaching, depending upon my guidance and feedback. I encourage you to judge for yourself the quality of discourse that occurs by browsing through the SUNY Learning Network’s course for observation. The link to this course is on the SLN Homepage at http://sln.suny.edu. (Most of the strategies I will be presenting are present in this course.)

2. Students Find and Discuss Web Resources: This is a recurring assignment. In each module, students locate a website which deals with content relevant to the chapters currently being discussed. They write a brief (400+ words) overview/review of the website, and then facilitate a discussion on it.

This activity provides students practice with the skills they need to locate discipline appropriate web resources, and gives them some practice in evaluating the authenticity of such sites. Additionally, students are exposed to additional and often newer information than that presented in their textbook.
3. **Students Help Each Other Learn (Peer Assistance):** This strategy works well in courses which require students to solve problems or complete lab activities, such as math courses, science courses, etc. The directions below are from my Statistics for the Social Sciences course.

4. **Students Grade Their Own Homework Assignments:** This strategy works well in courses where homework problems are assigned. Students submit their solutions to the professor, and then check their answers against the key. They discuss with one another the errors they made, then suggest their grade for the assignment to the professor. Here are the instructions I post for my Statistics course:

5. **Case Study Analysis:** I find this strategy very effective in my Abnormal Psychology course. Students are given fairly complex cases to discuss. Following the discussion phase, each student must formulate a diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment program. They are allowed to collaborate on their reports, but each student receives an individual grade.
The common thread in each of these learning activities is that the students do most of the work. The role of the professor is limited to providing the necessary structure and directions, supportive and corrective feedback, and evaluation of final product.

In the case of the student led discussions, evaluation is no small matter! I grade each discussion response using a grading scale and rubric well-known to the students. (I introduce and discuss this rubric later.) Students receive feedback from me within 24 hours of submitting their discussion posts. This requires me to logon and grade the new discussion posts every day. This may sound overwhelming—it is not. Grading student posts in a discussion-heavy online course with 25 students requires about 30–45 minutes per day. It does not take me any longer to manage a full load of online courses than it would take me to manage the same load in the traditional classroom environment.

B. Principle #2: Interactivity is the heart and soul of effective asynchronous learning.

I believe that interactivity is what differentiates an effective online course from a high-tech correspondence course. Research conducted by the SUNY Learning Network since it’s inception in 1995 has consistently identified quantity and quality of student-student and student-professor interaction as strong positive correlates with student and faculty satisfaction. Face-to-face interactivity is good, threaded asynchronous interactivity is great! In a traditional classroom, interaction requires listening and talking, online interactivity requires reading and writing. In my experience and opinion, reading and writing are superior to listening and talking for learning. Do I have any empirical evidence to support this belief? No, but I think it’s true! I know from the feedback I get from my online students that they like threaded discussions of content, and they tell me that they are learning a lot from them. I get similar reports fairly often from acquaintances who teach online.

Interaction is not just discussion. Students can be required to interact with one another, with the professor, with the text, with the Internet, with the entire class, in small groups or teams, one-on-one with a partner, etc. In addition to discussing the course content, students can interact regarding assignments, problems to solve, case studies, lab activities, etc. Any course can be designed with required interactivity. Here are a
few examples from my courses.

1. **Collaborative Research Paper:** Students collaborate to develop topics, organize their paper, and collect web resources. The completed paper is submitted for class discussion.

**Step 1:** Assign the term paper at the beginning of the semester.

In order to receive full credit for your paper, you must follow all of these instructions carefully.

1. For your paper, you are to use a minimum of 5 internet-based resources relevant to your chosen topic. In addition, you **must** incorporate and cite specific comments from the Internet Research Paper Phase 1 Discussions and/or the Student-Led Discussions. Citations from the students in the course must include the author's name and the date the comment was made. You **will not receive full credit if you do not include and cite student comments!**

2. Write a paper in which you analyze your chosen topic by using material from the Internet websites you and your colleagues locate, information from the textbook, and comments made by your classmates in the various class discussions. It must be very clear to me that you have incorporated the resources and ideas contributed by your classmates into your paper. You are required to cite them by name and date in your "Works Cited" page.

3. The minimum length of your paper is 2500 words of original content plus a Works Cited list. Important note: direct quotes and significantly paraphrased passages from other sources are not counted in determining the "word-count" length of your paper. The complete URL of each website you use should be referenced on a numbered Works Cited list, and a parenthetical reference [e.g. (4)] made in the text of your paper whenever information from another source is used. Remember, your Works Cited list must also include the names and dates of the individuals whose discussion comments you use in your paper.

Additional instructions for discussing and submitting your paper are included on the documents in the Internet Research Paper Module.
Step 2. Students discuss their research ideas, develop a topic, and accumulate resources in the Phase 1 Discussions.

The collaborative research paper assignment not only satisfies the “interaction” requirement, but it also provides each student with access to additional detail and information on a wide variety of issues that have been discussed throughout the semester.
2. Research Proposal Team Project: This is similar to the collaborative research paper, but adapted for a 'skills' course— in this case Experimental Psychology.

Step 1. Explain the assignment.

Step 2: Students select a research topic and collaborate with others to collect resources.
Step 3. Submit the research proposal to a ‘team’ for review and comment. Each student must not only submit her/his own research proposal, but must also be a ‘reviewer’ for the other proposals submitted by team members.

C. Principle #3: Strive for presence.

Recent research in the field of online learning suggests that discussion responses that add value to a discussion fall into one or more of three categories: Social Presence, Cognitive Presence, or Teaching Presence [1].

Social Presence: When participants in an online course help establish a community of learning by projecting their personal characteristics into the discussion — they present themselves as "real people." There are at least three forms of social presence:

- **Affective** — The expression of emotion, feelings, and mood
- **Interactive** — Evidence of reading, attending, understanding, thinking about other's responses
- **Cohesive** — Responses that build and sustain a sense of 'belongingness', group commitment, more common goals and objectives

Although much has been written on the difficulty of creating a shared community of learning online, in my experience that just isn’t so. In general, I find that online students bond earlier and ‘better’ than students sitting in the same classroom. To some extent, this is probably because they aren’t sitting side-by-side. There is an absence of appearance-based factors that can inhibit self expression and create stereotypical expectations. Further, possibly because of the anonymity of the asynchronous mode, online students tend to self-disclose to a greater extent than those sitting face-to-face.

There are a few formal techniques that promote collegiality. I require that students introduce themselves as an initial condition of participating in the course. This breaks the ice and provides some points of reference for identifying who a student is and where s/he is coming from. I also provide a couple of forums for interpersonal interaction not related to the content of the course. One such forum is called the Bulletin Board, where any class member, including the professor, can post an announcement or pose a question. Students frequently use this area to discuss personal issues, such as “Where are you from?” and
“What’s it like at your college?” Another forum I provide is called “Asynchronous Chat Rooms.” The example below is from the course specified for public observation by the SUNY Learning Network [2].

Cognitive Presence: The extent to which the professor and the students are able to construct and confirm meaning through sustained discourse (discussion) in a community of inquiry.

- Cognitive presence can be demonstrated by introducing factual, conceptual, and theoretical knowledge into the discussion.
- The value of such a response will depend upon the source, clarity, accuracy and comprehensiveness of the knowledge.

Student led discussions are a major learning activity in most of my online courses. These discussions provide a great opportunity for students to present to one another the important information that constitutes formal study in the discipline. Of course, for academic authenticity and integrity, the information provided in the student submissions must be both accurate and comprehensive. I treat each discussion submission as if it is an answer to a test question—and I grade it using a rubric which I share with the students in the course syllabus documents they have access to at all times.
The Discussion Rubric:

Each student asks an ‘original (non-duplicated) question, then facilitates the discussion on that question, for every chapter. With around 25 students in a course, this usually satisfies the ‘comprehensive coverage of the discipline’ issue. The previously discussed instructions, along with this rubric, address the ‘accuracy’ issue. The final component of the student-led discussion strategy is to apply a grading scale to the discussions. Students are given daily feedback on their discussion post grades, and can judge their progress and manage their time on the course accordingly.

The Discussion Rating Scale:
**Teaching Presence:** Defined: “Teaching presence is the facilitation and direction of cognitive and social process for the realization of personally meaningful and educationally worthwhile learning outcomes [1].” There are two ways that the professor and the students can add teaching presence to a discussion:

1. **By facilitating the discussion:**
   a. Identifying areas of agreement and disagreement
   b. Seeking to reach consensus / understanding
   c. Encouraging, acknowledging and reinforcing student contributions
   d. Setting a climate for learning
   e. Drawing in participants / prompting discussion
   f. Assessing the efficacy of the process

2. **By direct instruction:**
   a. Presenting content and questions
   b. Focusing the discussion
   c. Summarizing the discussion
   d. Confirming understanding
   e. Diagnosing misperceptions
   f. Injecting knowledge from diverse sources
   g. Responding to technical concerns

Striving for cognitive, social, and teaching presence has consumed much of my course development attention of late. To my delight and gratification, I have discovered that it is both possible and desirable to merge this principle with the other two. Students, through appropriately designed interactive assignments, can assist the professor in providing ample quantities of all three ‘presences’ in an asynchronous online environment.

**The “Two Cardinal Rules” of Discussion:** Several years ago, while browsing through a threaded discussion, I noticed that the ‘subjects’ my students were creating for their discussion posts were not usually very informative. I had an epiphany! The subject field of a discussion post, which becomes the web link to the discussion post, should provide an “advance organizer” for the comment the student is making. When I, or another student, read the subject of a discussion post, it should get me (us) mentally prepared for the discussion comment. With this in mind, I created the “Two Cardinal Rules”: 
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